What is There To Do at The Bellevue Manila?
Alone, with friends, with colleagues, or with family,
everyone has a place at The Bellevue Manila
May 2018, Philippines – This year promises to be an exciting one for The Bellevue Manila as it
celebrates its 15th anniversary. Spend some time at the premier 5-star hotel in the South and be
part of a memorable 2018!
Hold an event that is nothing short of amazing at the Grand Ballroom

The 796-square meter function room is dressed in new and elegant upholstery. It also boasts its
three built-in LED walls—a first in the South of Metro Manila. The modernized and exquisite
Grand Ballroom has multi-colored lights that will set the mood of any event. Events will surely be
one for the books at The Bellevue Manila’s Grand Ballroom.

Go on a gastronomic adventure

Group Executive Chef Stephan Cristoph Oppenhagen is known for the innovative techniques
behind his creative dishes such as his special Beef Wellington, and Salmon Three Ways. The
Danish Chef is also admired and well-respected by his team for his impeccable management
skills. With Chef Stephan in the kitchen, one can expect a truly wonderful dining experience at
The Bellevue Manila.

Chill at the newest bar in town, Cellar 22

Call it a bar-ception! Inside The Vue Bar, on the 22nd floor, rests a secret hideaway that serves
the most sought-after collection of alcoholic beverages. With its calm and relaxing ambience,
contemporary interiors, and smooth Jazz music playing in the background, Cellar 22 transforms
from just another place to have drinks on weekends, to the perfect spot for after-work bull
sessions. Cellar 22 offers its fine selection of drinks from 6:00PM to 1:00AM, Tuesday to Sunday.
For
reservations and other inquiries,
please call
reservations@thebellevue.com, or visit www.thebellevue.com.
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